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Abstract: A decade of econometric research has shown that X-efficiency dominates scale
and scope as the drivers of inefficiency in the U.S. banking industry. However, this
research falls short in explaining the causes of the high degree of X-efficiency in the
industry. This paper summarizes a four-year research effort to understand the drivers of
this inefficiency. Key findings from this research, based on the most comprehensive
studies to date of management practices in the retail banking industry, give insight into the
drivers of X-efficiency. The paper provides a comprehensive framework for the analysis of
X-efficiency in financial services.
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1.0

Opening the Black Box
A vast literature addresses the causes of inefficiency in financial services, particularly in

banking. The typical study assumes that the bank is a “black box”; that is, the production function
of the organization is a simple relationship between inputs and outputs. The goal of many of
these studies is to ascertain whether scale or scope economies exist in banking. In addition to
these traditional economic explanations of performance differences among firms, recent studies
have focused on the notion of X-efficiency (Leibenstein, 1966, 1980), a measure of the
performance of an organization relative to the best practice in that industry. More precisely, Xefficiency describes all technical and allocative efficiencies of individual firms that are not
scale/scope dependent. Thus X-efficiency is a measure of how well management is aligning
technology, human resources, and other assets to produce a given level of outputs. Summarizing
this research, Berger, Hunter et al. (1993) state:
The one result upon which there is virtual consensus is that X-efficiency
differences across banks are relatively large and dominate scale and scope
efficiencies.
Other results, such as those reported by Fried, Lovell et al. (1993) in the context of credit
unions, add additional weight to the importance of X-efficiency by providing evidence that it is a
dominant factor in both large and small institutions.
Based on this evidence, it is clear that scale and scope economies are not the driving factor
in explaining firm-level efficiency.

The explanation of variance in firm-level efficiency is

incomplete so long as it treats X-efficiency as an unexplained residual. Our goal herein is begin to
build toward the understanding of variance in X-efficiency in financial institutions. That is, we
seek to understand how technology, human resources, and process management methods vary
across these organizations and how this variation affects performance. Put another way, our
goal is to pry open the “black box” of the organization in order to ascertain what drives Xefficiency in the industry. In so doing, we are attempting to address the concern raised by Berger,
Hancock and Humphrey (1993) at the conclusion of their profit efficiency study of banks:
Our results suggest that inefficiencies in U.S. banking are quite large - the industry
appears to lose about half of its potential variable profits to inefficiency. Not
surprisingly, technical inefficiencies dominate allocative inefficiencies, suggesting
that banks are not particularly poor at choosing input and output plans, but rather
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are poor at carrying out these plans.
What is inside this “black box”? Several attempts have been made to understand the role
of management and managerial decisions in the efficiency of organizations. Hoch (1962) and
Mundluk (1961) view management as the explanatory variable for the residuals in a production
function estimation. While simple to operationalize, equating the residuals with management
practices does not provide any theoretical basis for why such management practices matter. To
address this concern, Mefford (1986) attempts to internalize these management practices in a
production function as follows:
Q = f(K*, L*, MGMT)
where K* is quality-adjusted capital, L* is quality-adjusted labor, and MGMT are
management control variables that attempt to measure the relative quality of the management
talent in the organization. The quality-adjusted inputs are equal to the raw capital and labor
inputs to the firm, adjusted for the relative skill/ functionality levels of the capital and labor.
While this approach can be operationalized using existing production function methods, it too
lacks a firm theoretical basis for why such adjustments matter.
Nelson and Winter (1982) provide a theoretical basis for the role of management as the
definers and modifiers of the “routines” used by the organization. That is, management’s role is
to shape the processes by which goods and services are produced; i.e., their “technological
regime”. This view of management as the “process engineers” has been the subject of numerous
studies and extensions in recent years (see, for example, Morroni, 1992). Out of this work has
emerged the view that the role of management is more than a control variable in the estimation of
a production function. Management integrates people, technology, and routines/ processes to
define the production function of the organization (Scazzieri, 1993). Thus, the management of
the organization is intricately related to the production technology and subsequent productivity of
the organization.
To provide some rigor to the role of management in defining an organization’s
productivity and hence, to understand the drivers of X-efficiency, consider an industry where S
products or services are produced. Let Os denote the level of output for service sεS, and define
OεR|S| to be the vector of outputs for the firm. Given this vector of outputs, let v(O) denote the
revenue or value created for the firm by the production of the outputs O. Note that, particularly
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in services, this linkage between the outputs and the revenue or value generated for the firm is
more complex than a simple multiplication of the price of each output by the quantity produced.
In the recent study by the National Research Council (1994) on services, the linkage problem in
the context of banking is summarized as follows:
... [existing approaches for productivity measurement are not] able to account for
improvements in the quality of service offered to customers or for the availability
of a much wider array of banking services. For example, the speed with which the
processing of a loan application is completed is an indicator of service that is
important to the applicant, as is the 24-hour availability through automated teller
machines (ATMs) of many deposit and withdrawal services previously accessible
only during bank hours. Neither of these services is captured as higher banking
output at the macroeconomic level.
The linkage between output and value is complex.

Let us consider one small,

straightforward, and important example drawn from our work in retail banking: the quality of the
service provided, as proxied by a simple metric such as waiting time in a bank branch or on the
telephone. It is clear that this quality plays a major role in the acquisition of new business along
with the retention of existing accounts (Rust and Metters, 1996). Furthermore, this quality output
is the result of a series of decisions on the part of management (e.g., by deciding on the staffing
levels in a bank branch, management has decided upon the level of service to offer to the average
customer). However, the linkage between such quality measures and revenues is much more
complex than assigning a dollar figure to a unit of quality; such relationships are highly nonlinear
in nature (Rust, Zahorik, and Keiningham, 1995). The role of management is to discover these
relationships between outputs and value; i.e., to discover, either through deliberate decisions or
through the development of emergent strategies, the linkage of outputs to value creation for the
firm. Further, we might note that this measure of quality does not adjust for the accuracy of any
information provided or tasks completed, or for the accompanying emotional aspects of the
service transaction (Rust, Zahorik, and Keiningham, 1995). Such attributes may also generate
value for the bank, and these are also the result of managerial decisions regarding the allocation of
resources.
Foremost of the decisions facing management is the choice of the production function
itself. Either through incremental change (Rosenberg, 1982) or through discontinuous learning
(Schumpeter, 1939), management “chooses” the production technology for the firm.
Conceptually, let us define P as the set of all possible production functions/ routines/ technologies,
4

and let Fp be the production function associated with pεP Given the choice of pεP, the choices for
capital and labor inputs are severely constrained (Morroni, 1992). For example, if I choose a
branch-based delivery system, I must staff the branch with a certain number of tellers in order to
deliver a given level of quality (e.g., waiting time). If, however, I choose a production technology
that is a mix of branch, phone, and ATM machines, my choices for meeting this same level of
service are greatly expanded. Therefore, by the choice of pεP, the firm constrains its choice of
labor Lp, capital Kp, and information technology Tp. (note that throughout this paper, information
technology (IT) and non-IT capital are kept separate due to the increasing importance of IT
capital in financial services).
While the input choices are oftentimes limited, as noted by Mefford (1986), managerial
decisions play a vital role in the creation of effective inputs. That is, the purchase of a computer
in and of itself adds nothing to the productive capability of an organization. It is only after this
computer has been integrated into the production technology of the firm that it adds value. The
same is true of labor and other capital inputs. Without the proper training, additional labor adds
no value to the firm. Thus, management plays a crucial role in transforming “raw” inputs into
useful/ effective inputs for the firm.
Consider the management of human resources. Studies in manufacturing have clearly
shown the effects of different ways of managing employees on performance outcomes such as
productivity (MacDuffie, 1991; Ichniowski, Shaw and Prennushi, 1994) and quality (Arthur,
1994; MacDuffie, 1995). Considerable anecdotal evidence suggests that the management of
people in financial services may also affect performance outcomes (see, for example, Long, 1988;
Beatty and Gup, 1989; Roth and van der Velde, 1991a). Yet careful empirical studies considering
the role of human resources in financial services have taken one of two tacks. Much of the solid
econometric work on efficiency of financial service organizations considers crude aggregate
measures of labor as an input (labor cost, hours worked, or number of employees) without
attention to the management of labor. And work that considers management practices focuses on
high-level managers (see, for example, Donnelly et al., 1989; Sellers, 1992; Blackwell et al.
1994), but does not address the bulk of the workforce involved in delivering financial services to
customers. Neither of these two approaches allows for the possibility that banks may gain
competitive advantage from effective management of the broader workforce.
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One study,

however, suggests that top performing Finnish banks are leaders with respect to training and
employee empowerment (Tainio et al., 1991), a result consistent with the manufacturing studies
cited above.
Technology also plays a key role in the performance of firms in this industry. Roth and
van der Velde (1991b; Figure 3) show that $392,000 per bank ($2.1 million for banks with more
than $3 billion assets) is spent annually on platform automation and $502,000 ($3.2 million for the
larger banks) is spent on upgrading information and transaction processing. Even with these large
investments, it is still difficult to ascertain the payoffs associated with these projects.

In

manufacturing, recent studies (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1993; Lichtenberg, 1995) have found large
payoffs in information technology (IT) investments, both in terms of equipment and personnel.
For example, Lichtenberg (1995) states that “the estimated marginal rate of substitution between
IT and non-IT employees, evaluated at the sample mean, is six: one IT employee can substitute
for six non-IT employees without affecting output.” Unfortunately, similar results for financial
services are not available, mainly due to the problems of accurately measuring IT investment and
outputs.
Thus, the firm selects the levels of labor (L), capital (K), and information technology (T)
to deploy in a given production process in addition to the methods for managing these “raw”
inputs to create useful productive assets for the firm. That is, the firm transforms these inputs into
“effective” inputs through the choice (deliberate or emergent) of the transformation functions gi
for each input iεK, L, and T:
L* = gL(L)
K* = gK(K)
T* = gT(T).
Lastly, the firm is faced with a cost function c(L,K,T) for the inputs. Note that this
function is again more complex than the simple summation of costs and input levels due to the
presence of cost complementarities (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990; 1995).
Given this framework, the problem facing the management of a firm can be stated as:
maximize v(O) - c(K,L,T)
by selecting:
•

the levels of inputs K, L, and T;

•

the input transformation functions gi;
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•

the production technology/ function for the organization pεP; and

•

the mix of outputs OS that will derive the value v(O).

The key decisions facing the firm are the last three in the sense that the input levels are
derived from the latter decisions.
Therefore, the management qualities that generate differential X-efficiencies are defined by
their ability to (1) align the outputs of the firm with strategic directions that are profitable today
and tomorrow; (2) align the production function/ technology of the organization in the most
efficient manner to produce these outputs; and (3) align/ transform the raw inputs into effective
human resources, capital and technology for the given production technology.

That is,

management must align strategy with the design of the production processes of the organization
and the inputs in order to become effective and efficient.
This Paper
This paper summarizes a four-year research effort aimed at understanding this alignment
of strategy, process, people, and technology in the retail banking industry. Rather than reviewing
any one managerial action or explanation of the drivers of efficiency in detail, the current paper
synthesizes the detailed research in several papers by the authors with the results of our fieldbased research investigations. While not providing definitive answers in the form of a full
estimation of the conceptual model described above, this paper presents evidence (both statistical
and case-based) on the drivers of efficiency and effectiveness in the choices of human resource
practices, technology management, and the design of the production processes. Based on the
most comprehensive data collection effort ever undertaken in the retail banking industry (see
Appendix A for details), the aim of this paper is to provide insights into what drives X-efficiency
in this industry. In this sense, our goal is to fulfill the desire expressed by Griliches (1992, p. 7)
in his review of the state-of-knowledge on service-sector productivity:
... the necessary economic-engineering research that would tell us which of the
characteristics and training levels are important for their successful performance
has not been done. We are thus lacking the scientific base for the desired
measurement procedures.
Through the synthesis of detailed operational, human resource, technology, process, and
strategy data, our purpose is to build a base of knowledge for the banking industry. The plan of
7

the remainder of this paper is as follows: the next section reviews the overall design of the retail
banking study. Sections 3 and 4 then explore the results of previous research on the data
described in Appendix A by the authors on the effectiveness of management practices to deal with
human resources and capital (especially information technology), respectively.

The issue of

selection/ alignment of production processes is explored in Section 5, and the question of aligning
these practices with strategy is dealt with in Section 6. The paper concludes in Section 7 with a
discussion of our view as to what drives efficiency in retail banking as well as describing a set of
research questions that emerge from this analysis.
2.0

Study Design
The focus of all of the research reported herein is on the products and services provided

by the banking industry to the consumer marketplace. Given the fact that the retail operations of
a typical bank are only a portion of its overall enterprise, why focus solely on the consumer
market? And, given this choice of focus, what data problems arise?
Each of the studies reviewed in the following sections relies on a set of data collected by
the authors. We describe this data collection effort here. In the field-based portion of the data
collection (see Appendix A for details), interviews with industry executives clearly surfaced the
increasing emphasis they are placing on the retail consumer. The growth of non-bank competitors
and the advent of new distribution channels enabled by advances in information technology are
rapidly changing the competitive landscape of consumer financial services. Banks are responding
to this challenge with variety of choices of delivery systems, human resource changes, and
massive technology investments. Thus, the retail banking operations of the industry provide a
significant “natural variation” that can be used to study the impact of process, technology, and
human resource practices on performance.

In other words, the field-based interviews with

industry executives led to us to conclude that a significant cause of the variation in X-efficiency
lies in the consumer operations of a typical bank1. In addition, it is precisely this variation that is
of interest to the industry executives. Given the detailed data requested from the banks in the
study, including several confidential pieces of information, it was vital that senior executives
found the results of interest in order to participate. By focusing on the retail business, a data set
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that was developed that covers almost 80% of the industry (by asset size); see Appendix A for
detail. Therefore, by limiting the focus to retail banking, a very rich set of strategy, operational,
and performance data was created for the industry. Again, each of the studies summarized herein
analyzes this data set.
The focus on the retail side of the banking industry does limit the data in several ways. It
is very hard, even for the banks in the study, to clearly separate, in terms of financial and
operating data, the retail and non-retail portions of their business. For example, the expenditure
of technology on the retail business versus on the bank as a whole is often impossible to discover.
To deal with this inability to disentangle the retail business from the overall bank operations, an
elaborate data collection effort was undertaken in this study. Specific data has been collected, per
the advice found in Griliches (1992), micro-level details on the operations of the retail bank
(number of full-time equivalent employees (FTE), the actual functionality of the technology
deployed in the branch system, etc.) in addition to cost and revenue figures. While the financial
data is suspect due to the reasons listed above, we are very confident in the quality of the microlevel/ “engineering” data that was collected.
Thus, using this combination of bank-level financial data and the detailed “engineering”
data, the studies discussed below were able to undertake analyses of retail bank efficiency at a
variety of levels: from the efficiency of the bank as a whole, using the financial data collected
despite its limitations, to detailed analyses of the efficiency of key service delivery processes in the
bank. While none of these analyses is without its limitations due to the data collected, it is the
combination of all of these analyses that begins to paint a picture of what drives X-efficiency in
this industry.

It is in the combination of these studies that this current paper makes its

contribution. Ideally, there would be similar data on the other parts of the banking establishments
(wholesale, commercial, off-balance sheet activities, etc.) to be used to create a full and consistent
data set for the bank; this is left for future research. At this point, the studies focus only on the
retail bank.

While limited, this focus does uncover interesting patterns of efficient versus

inefficient organizations; it is these patterns across the studies that are the focus of this paper.
The Inputs and Outputs Considered in the Studies
1

This conclusion is based on our observation that each of our seven pilot institutions stressed their opinion that
consumer operations were in fact a large cause of inefficiency.
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As described above (and more fully in Frei, Harker, and Hunter, 1994), the choices of
human resource, technology and process management techniques and their impact on the quality,
cost and convenience of the services provided by the financial institutions are vital drivers of
efficiency. The three studies that we will synthesize address each of these factors in detail:
Human resource management practices are considered in a number of areas:
compensation, hiring and selection, staffing, training, work organization and
employee involvement. Further, these practices are analyzed as they govern both
managerial and non-managerial employees. Both groups play important roles. In
branches of retail banks, for example, employees from the manager’s office to the
teller window sell products and support selling at previously unprecedented levels.
Practices in successful retail banks must reinforce the ability of the organization to
compete for investment dollars, to solve customers’ problems, and to complete
transactions quickly and accurately. (Hunter, 1997)
Technology in banking (IT) is consider at two basic levels within a bank: overall
investment in IT, and the functionality of the technology deployed in the
production/ service delivery processes in the branch and phone delivery systems.
Thus, technology is viewed at both a macro-level in terms of investment, and at a
micro-level in terms of its ability to perform certain functions within the
organization. In addition, the management of IT, both in terms of the selection of
projects and their management, are crucial factors in transforming the investment T
into effective technology T*. The key technological thrusts found in the retail
banking survey conducted by Roth and van der Velde (1992) suggest that major
technology investments are underway to integrate the traditional front- and backoffice systems into a seamless service delivery process. These and many other
studies of information technology suggest that IT is best able to add value when it
informates, creating new sources of information in an organization, rather than
simply automating existing processes (Zuboff, 1985). In banking, this trend
manifests itself in the desire to provide expertise and information to the people
who are in closest contact with customers. (Prasad and Harker, 1997)
In order to understand how a bank interacts with its customers a subset of the
product and service delivery processes has been examined across five
representative products of the core retail bank. The products include consumer
checking, certificates of deposit (CD), home equity loan, small business loan, and
mutual funds. For each of these products typical transactions such as opening an
account, as well as error resolution transactions, such as double posting a check
were analyzed. Variation in work-steps and available tools can affect the
characteristics of processes. For example, more sophisticated technology may
speed up a process through automation. At the same time, technology may
lengthen process time by increasing the information available to the bank or the
customer. Similarly, staffing a particular process with a highly experienced
employee may increase speed or accuracy, but also may increase the amount of
time introducing the customer to additional appropriate products (cross-selling).
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Combining different levels of technology and human resources has different
effects; and there are tradeoffs in results associated with different process designs.
In addition, customers have co-productive effects on processes. As an integral
part of the process, the customer is a resource just as the platform representative’s
time is a resource. In fact, the time required of the customer may be a
consideration in particular process designs. Some processes may waste the
customers’ time, others will not; some processes will take advantage of interaction
with the customer to increase sales or the information available to the bank. (Frei
and Harker, 1996, Frei et al 1997)
As described above, the limitations of the data collected as part of this study restrict our
ability to definitively link management practices to overall profitability of the retail bank for two
reasons. The first reason lies in the inability to disentangle the financial data of the retail bank
from the overall organization. Ideally, a longitudinal data set would permit one to decouple the
retail and non-retail portions of the bank. However, the current data is cross-section in nature and
thus, it must be assumed that the overall profitability of the organization is highly correlated with
its retail bank performance. While this assumption seems reasonable given the prominence the
retail bank is given both organizationally and in terms of managerial resources dedicated to it,
only a panel data set would permit one to formally test this hypothesis; this is left for future
research. Second, the bank provides a variety of outputs, such as quality, that are crucial in
growing the business, but are difficult to link to overall value. There is significant theoretical and
anecdotal evidence to suggest that outputs such as quality, convenience, etc. are linked to value
creation; the exact form of this transformation function, v(O), however, can only be discovered
with a longitudinal data set. Thus, the cross-sectional operational data somewhat limits our
analysis.
To overcome these limitations, analyses across these studies have been performed at three
levels: overall profitability, performance in terms of quality, and detailed process-level
performance of the organizations. As stated above, none of these analyses lead to definitive
results by themselves. However, when viewed together along with the results of our field-based
interviews, they begin to surface the key drivers of efficiency in the banking industry.
Thus, the outputs of the retail bank are viewed in at three levels. For aggregate analyses
comparing one bank to another, Return On Assets (ROA) is used as the financial performance
metric. While this measure is aggregate in nature and, hence, suffers from the fact that the retail
franchise is only a portion of the overall bank, it does provide some insight into the payoff of
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various investments and management practices. Thus, these aggregate analyses focus on overall
profitability v(O) - c(K,L,T).
Finally, the detailed process-level data collected creates the ability to study the drivers of
profitability and satisfaction in terms of the convenience, precision, and adaptability of the retail
bank:
Customer convenience. Historically, consumers chose financial services based
largely on availability and location. With advances in technology and innovations
in human resource practices, the concept of convenience has been extended well
beyond availability and location to imply easy access to a wide range of products
and services available at any time, from any place. Rapid turnaround time of
customer product and service requests also is increasingly important. For
example, customers expect firms to be capable of moving money instantly between
investment product options and accounts. Equally important is the amount of time
required of the customer in these co-productive processes. Whether it is standing
in the teller line, filling out a loan application, or coming to the branch for a loan
closing, the demands placed on the customer must be measured and made mutually
beneficial.
Precision. While customers may make many choices based on convenience, they
also expect quality in the delivery of financial services and products. The customer
defines quality as a broad range of tangible and intangible attributes. Examples
include error free statements, checks printed correctly, and the operational
soundness of all delivery channels. Consumers and shareholders also want the firm
to be able to make good business decisions, which requires operating precision
from the bank. First, the source information, which forms the basis for any
decision must be accurate. Second, the institution must have the tools that enable
accurate interpretation of the source information. For example, making good
lending decisions requires accurate information from the consumer, a detailed
understanding of the economic environment, and tools such as credit scoring
models to facilitate the analysis process. While these decisions may occur without
the benefit of sophisticated tools, the bank’s ability to increase precision even
slightly on an individual credit analysis might translate into systemic improvements.
Adaptability. The first indication of an organization’s adaptability is its willingness
to adapt to the demands of the customer. Pricing flexibility may evidence this
willingness. It also surfaces in the concept of mass customization of services
(Pine, 1993). Customers have individual needs that are not easily satisfied by
standard products and services. Not surprisingly, the need to customize products
and services underlies much of the IT investment in banking. In addition to
responding to the customer, financial institutions display adaptability in their ability
to respond to the marketplace. In competition with non-bank financial institutions,
the bank’s challenge is to create competitive products and introduce them
effectively to protect or enhance the firm’s relative competitive position. Changes
in products or the IT infrastructure require the institution to change business
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processes. Organizations and processes should be able to withstand and plan for
change.
Appendix A describes the survey methodology that was used to capture data on all of
these elements of the banking industry’s performance listed above. This data was then analyzed in
the previous studies using a variety of statistical and linear programming-based methods;
Appendix B summarizes the analytical methodology used in most of these studies. Rather than
focusing on the detailed results of these analyses, which are described in the papers cited herein,
the remainder of the paper turns to the question of what these analyses say with respect to
uncovering the drivers of X-efficiency in the banking industry. That is, what do the various levels
of analyses and field-based interviews with those in the industry, both in the boardroom and in the
bank lobby, say about what makes a retail bank efficient?
We begin with a discussion of human resources in banking.
3.0

Aligning Labor

There is solid empirical evidence that human resource management (HRM) contributes to
organizational performance (Arthur, 1994; Cutcher-Gershenfeld, 1991; Delery and Doty, 1996;
Huselid, 1995; Huselid and Becker, 1996; Ichniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi, 1994; MacDuffie,
1995). Recast in terms of the literature on banking efficiency, this implies that some of the
inefficiencies in banking may be attributable to ineffective management of human resources.
Understanding of the management of human resources may be cast at multiple levels
(Becker and Gerhart, 1996). The “architecture” of a human resource system provides a high-level
framework and guiding principles for HRM, while policies bring this framework down closer to
an operational level. At these levels, the limited evidence suggests there may be some best
practices in HRM (Pfeffer, 1994; Huselid, 1995; Milgrom and Roberts, 1995). Such evidence
raises the question of why firms do not adopt these architectural characteristics and policies (such
as valuing employee performance, developing employee skills, and encouraging commitment and
involvement). There are, however, both in-firm and external impediments to such adoption (see
Levine, 1995 for more on this argument). The result is that effective HRM may be difficult to
adopt or imitate. HRM may therefore serve as a source of competitive advantage in the resourcebased sense (Barney, 1991; Lado and Wilson, 1994; Pfeffer, 1994). This seems to be at least
partially true in banking. Delery and Doty (1996), for example, find that the existence of HRM
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policies favoring profit-sharing and results-oriented performance appraisals for lending officers are
significantly related to return on average assets and return on equity for U.S. commercial banks.
At increasingly specific levels below HRM architecture and policy lies the implementation
of particular HRM practices. It is at these levels that HRM practices might actually create value.
Practices, as organizational structures, attract and retain employees, reinforce employee
behaviors, and develop employee skills (Wright and McMahan, 1992). One open question is the
extent to which these practices are inimitable and therefore the potential source of performance
differences. The appropriate alignment of these practices toward the solution of particular sets of
business problems (such as effective customer service, cost minimization, revenue generation, and
the like) under a broader architecture may be quite idiosyncratic and could therefore represent
such a resource (Becker and Gerhart, 1996).
In complex organizations such as banks, different groups of employees are governed by
different “subsystems” of HRM practice (Osterman, 1987). Each subsystem may have its own
distinct logic and appropriate accompanying set of HRM practices. For example, branch-level
employees may be embedded in one subsystem and governed by one set of practices, telephone
center employees may work in another subsystem, corporate lenders in another, and traders in
another. Each employment subsystem in a bank generates multiple outcomes. Each subsystem
may contribute to the overall efficiency of the bank independently and may make contributions
that are complementary (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990) to the contributions of other groups.
Alignment of HRM practices in these subsystems can contribute to efficiency in a number
of ways. First of all, where practices within a subsystem are aligned with one another toward key
goals, that subsystem performs more efficiently. For example, bundles of lean-production HRM
practices in auto assembly production facilities lead to higher levels of productivity and quality
(MacDuffie, 1995). Further, the alignment of HRM practices within one subsystem with those in
other subsystems may produce further efficiency benefits; these may be in addition to or traded off
against those benefits within the subsystem in question. And it is clear that the problems of
alignment in complex organizations are themselves computationally complex, requiring
considerable information; as the number of choice parameters and the strength of
complementarities grow, the problem of selecting among policies becomes more difficult
(Milgrom and Roberts, 1990).
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This discussion has so far had a fairly abstract character. Our work in banking, however,
enables us to make a start on understanding the relationships between HRM and efficiency by
considering the effects of alignment of HRM practices within and across particular subsystems.
We start by considering the subsystem of HRM practices governing branch employees. As we
noted in the earlier discussion of measures of value creation, branches have a number of
subordinate goals that might in turn contribute to organizational efficiency: provision of services
in ways that customers find convenient; precision in the provision, collection, and analysis of
financial information (which in turn contributes to risk minimization and fraud detection); cost
control and efficient sub-processes; adaptability to the demands of customers (particularly those
customers with whom it is profitable for the bank to maintain relationships); and high-quality
customer service leading to satisfaction and increased sales. In a previous study of this data, it
was found that branches with HRM practices aligned toward particular sets of goals perform
better than those that do not have such alignment. Where HRM practices develop skills and
reward behaviors in line with these subordinate goals, performance on a given dimension is
typically superior to performance in other units where such practices are not so aligned (Hunter
1997).
Because each bank may have its own weighting scheme for valuing outcomes, aligned sets
of practices -- even in efficient banks -- may look somewhat different. For example, a bank that
values streamlined processes quite highly may have practices (such as training, incentives, job
design) that encourage employees to move customers swiftly through such exercises as checking
account openings. A bank that values sales more highly may have differently designed training
practices, reward structures, and jobs. This raises two questions, separable in principle. First, the
mixes of outcomes banks obtain from different sets of HRM practices may represent more or less
efficient performance. Second, banks may have HRM practices more or less effectively aligned
toward the production of a given mix of outcomes. The first question is, in principle, a more
strategic decision (based on the value weightings banks assign to sub-outcomes). The second
question is more oriented toward implementation, asking whether banks have optimal HRM
practices for the achievement of particular outcomes. (Empirically, however, separating these
two questions is more difficult since variance in value weightings of outcomes across banks may
in part derive from the cost of implementing the HRM practices necessary to achieve those
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outcomes.)
Taking this to an increasingly specific level, and again with application to the branch
subsystem, two different trends have been identified (see Table 1) guiding the re-shaping of
employment practice in leading American retail banks (Hunter, 1997). Both trends involve a
departure from the traditional, bureaucratically organized bank branch, in which jobs were
narrowly defined, linked in a hierarchical ladder, and governed by a set of restrictive rules over
behaviors.
Table 1. Two Models of Employment Practice for Bank Branches
HRM Practice
Selection criteria

Training emphasis
Compensation

Job Design
Use of Part-Timers
Role of Local Manager

Organizing Logic of Worksite

Inclusive Model

Segmented Model

High school, some college
Trainability
Customer focus
Broadly cast
At or above market
Incentives for team/group
Returns to tenure

College required for platform
High school for tellers

Broad cross-training
Teamwork
For “retention” reasons
Facilitator/trainer
Customer relations
Generalist
Team of generalists

Focused on platform
Above market for key platform
employees
Low for others
Individual incentives
Narrow, specialized
Autonomy within specific tasks
Use where possible, cost-controloriented
Supervisor and scheduler
Facilitator to platform
Product specialist
Collection of specialists

The inclusive strategy involves investment in the entire retail workforce. In this model,
tellers’ jobs are enriched to include sales responsibility and cross-training to platform functions.
All employees are to some extent responsible for initiating and maintaining customer contact.
Tellers focus on the provision of basic services, while platform employees engage in relationship
management and active selling, but either employee may be expected to cover the duties of the
other. An ideal-typical inclusive system couples relatively high wages with incentive pay for
effective sales and sales referrals. The model also includes elements of teamwork within the
branch, cross-functional cooperation between different job families, and branch or unit-based
performance bonuses. The role of the branch manager in this environment is one of a team
facilitator and customer-relations expert, with a wider array of knowledge about products and
services, and overall responsibility for the performance of the unit.
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An alternative ideal-typical strategy for organizing the branch, the segmentation approach,
focuses chiefly on cost containment in the mass market, with specialized services for an elite
segment of customers. In this model, banks attempt to match different kinds of employees to
sharply distinct roles. A few specialized employees -- branch managers, product specialists, and
“personal bankers” on the platform -- are responsible for managing relationships between the bank
and qualified customers. Ideally these are customers with high profit-potential such as upperincome professionals and owners of small businesses. The employees responsible for serving
these customers are carefully screened, typically college educated, and, increasingly, licensed to
sell investment products. They are well paid, and embedded in the internal labor market of the
bank, with opportunities for advancement and access to training. These employees also have
considerable range for discretionary decision-making; they are charged with using this autonomy
to enhance the relationship between the bank and its customers. In this model, however, the
majority of branch and telephone center employees receive considerably less compensation and
training. They are often employed on a part-time basis and their compensation may not include
benefits. Typically, they are shut off from promotion opportunities unless they acquire an external
credential such as a college degree. The positions, typically, tend to be high-turnover and to have
relatively flat wage profiles. Further, the distinctions between the jobs are quite sharp: crosstraining is scant and there are few cross-functional responsibilities. In this model, the role of the
branch manager is less that of a facilitator and more that of a traditional supervisor.
The two models for organizing work are neither entirely orthogonal to one another, nor
do they represent different ends of a unidimensional continuum. Most branches feature some
aspects of segmentation and other aspects of inclusion. On some dimensions of practice (crosstraining of tellers, for example), a choice between the two models is required: more inclusion
necessarily implies less segmentation. On other dimensions (incentive pay, for example), it is
possible to have aspects of the segmented model (with its focus on individual incentives), aspects
of the inclusive model (with group pay incentives), both, or neither.
Both branches with more inclusive HRM practices and those that employ segmentation
may be effective in some dimensions. Inclusive HRM practices in branches are significantly and
positively related to customer satisfaction measured at the bank level (Hunter, 1996b), for
example. Further kinds of effectiveness are contingent on the consistency with which the model
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of HRM is applied. Consider key branch-level outcomes such as rates of “cross-selling” (as
measured by the average number of standard retail products held per customer) and basic
productivity (as measured by customers served in a branch, per full-time equivalent employee).
Analyses controlling for other plausible determinants of performance, such as characteristics of
local markets, show that branches which employ either high levels of cross training from teller to
platform and vice versa, or high levels of employee autonomy, significantly outperform those with
branches which take neither approach and those which have both cross-training and high
autonomy (Hunter and Hitt, 1997).
Effectiveness is also contingent upon the role the branch plays in the strategic direction of
the bank. If pure process efficiency, for example, rather than customer satisfaction, is a target,
then inclusive models are less desirable. Alignment of practices in an inclusive direction has a
negative and statistically significant relationship to measures of process efficiency (Frei, 1996).
Further, while banks that feature low levels of cross-training and low levels of employee
autonomy – in short, those traditional bureaucracies comprising narrow and constrained jobs – do
not perform well on sales or straight productivity outcomes, these same banks actually appear to
have lower levels of branch-level losses as measured by branch “out-of-balance” figures (Hunter
and Hitt, 1997). These results suggest that the question of which kinds of HRM practices in bank
branches are most efficient remains open and may depend upon the cost of implementing such
practices (something we need more data on), as well as on the varying values different banks
place on the different outcomes (sales versus traditional productivity versus process efficiency
versus losses, for example). It is also worth noting here that there is no direct evidence that HRM
practices in branches are associated with performance with respect to risk beyond simple losses
due to error or fraud (for example, poor lending decisions). The HRM data are cross-sectional
and, presumably, the effects of HRM practices on risk-related outcomes would take a
considerably longer period of time to emerge.
The above discussion discusses effects of HRM on performance outcomes within a single
subsystem. There may also be important effects on efficiency that depend upon alignment of
practices across subsystems. Here, consider the examples of either multiple branch subsystems,
or branch and telephone center subsystems. HRM subsystems may be locally aligned yet have
negative effects on efficiency if those subsystems have negative effects on the efficiency of other
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subsystems. To take one example, HRM practices in a single branch might contribute positively
to improved sales or customer convenience at that branch, but negatively to customers’
willingness to use alternative delivery channels (such as telephone banking) which themselves
have higher rates of sales conversion or more streamlined processes.
From the point of the view of the bank, aggregate efficiency depends upon the proper
aggregation of HRM effects not only within but also across subsystems. The cross-channel
evidence is more circumstantial than our within-unit evidence. However, fieldwork in one leading
U.S. bank is suggestive here. The bank is implementing a variety of segmentation-oriented HRM
practices, coupled with decreased levels of employee autonomy driven by process reengineering.
Consistent with our broader work, we find that the adoption of these practices contributes
negatively to a variety of sales- and service-related performance outcomes at the branch level.
However, the same practices contribute positively to customers’ willingness to transact in other
channels that the bank believes to be more efficient in serving customers. If the HRM subsystem
in the telephone call center of this bank is designed appropriately, the net effect of both
subsystems on efficiency could well be positive.

4.0

Aligning Capital
The preceding section argued that evidence suggests that the way in which labor is

managed may be closely related to X-efficiency in banking. Similar considerations apply to
capital; that is, while capital itself may serve as an input in the construction of efficiency measures,
the management of capital contributes to the explanation of the sources of X-efficiency in the
industry. More specifically, consider the role of information technology (IT). Financial services
are the largest consumer of IT in the economy. It has been a matter of much debate whether or
not investment in IT provides improvements in productivity and business efficiency. For several
years, scholars and policy makers lacked conclusive evidence that the high levels of spending on
IT by businesses improved their productivity, leading to the coining of the term IT Productivity
Paradox. Morrison and Berndt (1990) concluded that additional IT investments contributed
negatively to productivity, arguing that “estimated marginal benefits of investment [in IT] are less
than the estimated marginal costs”. Others, such as Loveman (1994) and Baily et al. (1991),
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posit that there is no conclusive evidence to refute the hypothesis that IT investment in
inconsequential to productivity. Of late, researchers working with firm-level data have found
significant contributions from IT toward productivity (Lichtenberg, 1995, and Brynjolfsson and
Hitt, 1996, for example).

Most of these firm-level studies have been restricted to the

manufacturing sector, in large part owing to lack of firm-level data from the service sector.
Prasad and Harker (1997) take an aggregate approach to consider the effects of IT on
productivity in the retail-banking industry in the United States using the data described in
Appendix A. This section summarizes the results of this analysis.
Using a Cobb-Douglas production function as in Loveman (1994), Lichtenberg (1995),
and Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1996), Prasad and Harker (1997) estimate the following equation
using the data described in Appendix B:
Q = eβ 0 C β1 K β2 S β 3 Lβ 4

(1)

where Q = output of the firm
C = IT Capital Investment
K= Non-IT Capital Investment
S = IT Labor Expenses
L = Non-IT Labor Expenses
and β1, β2, β3, and β4 are the associated output elasticities.

Using this function, the following hypotheses were tested:
H1:

IT investment makes positive contribution to output (i.e., the gross marginal product is
positive)

H2:

IT investment makes positive contribution to output after deductions for depreciation and
labor expenses (i.e., the net marginal product is positive)

H3:

IT investment makes zero contribution to profits or stock market value of the firm.
Studies of productivity in the banking industry struggle with the issue of what constitutes

the output of a bank. The various approaches chosen to evaluate the output of banks may be
classified into three broad categories: the assets approach, the user-cost approach, and the valueadded approach (Berger and Humphrey, 1992). As a result, various measures of output were
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tested in Prasad and Harker (1997). Benston, Hanweck and Humphrey (1982) posit that “output
should be measured in terms of what banks do that cause operating expenses to be incurred.”
Prasad and Harker (1997) look at a wide variety of output measures, both financial and customer
satisfaction (i.e., the first two levels of analysis described in Section 2). The most meaningful
results from this analysis arise when Total Loan + Deposits is used as the output of the institution;
these results are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Output = (Total Loans + Total Deposits)
Parameter

Coefficient

IT Capital

0.00116

Std.
Error
0.013

t-statistic
0.089

t-statistic:
Significance
7%

Ratio
to Output
0.000452

Marginal
Product
2.56

IT Labor

0.25989

0.031

8.34

100%

0.0006

449.75

Non IT Capital

-0.02071

0.026

-0.79

57%

0.00428

-4.84

Non IT Labor

0.53244

0. 059

8.95

100%

0.01475

36.10

R2 = 41% (OLS); 99% (2-Step WLS)

From this table, it can be seen that the elasticities (the coefficients) associated with IT
capital and labor are positive. However, the low significance associated with the IT capital
coefficient implies that there is a high probability (0.93) that the elasticity of IT capital is zero.
Thus, there is not sufficient evidence to support Hypothesis H1 for IT capital (i.e., that IT capital
produces positive returns in productivity). It is interesting to note that the elasticity of non-IT
capital is, at best, zero (being not significantly different from zero), implying that IT capital
investment is relatively better than investment in non-IT capital. However, the results show that
H1 cannot be rejected for IT labor, and since the marginal product of IT labor is $449.75, it can
be concluded that IT labor is associated with a high increase in the output of the bank.
Since H1 can not be supported for IT capital, the discussion of the stronger hypotheses,
H2, is restricted to the IT labor results. First, it can be seen that the marginal product for IT labor
is very high. Since IT labor is a flow variable, then every dollar of IT labor costs a dollar. In view
of this, the excess returns from IT labor can be computed to be $(449.75 - 1), or $448.75. Thus,
H2 cannot be rejected for IT labor. For H3, one has
β3 − (IT Labor Expenses / Non-IT Labor Expenses)* β4 = .2390 > 0.
Thus, there is support for H3 for IT labor.
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As far as H3 is concerned for capital expenses, it can be seen that the marginal product of
non-IT capital is negative. Further, given the standard errors of the estimation, it is asserted that
IT capital is more likely to yield either slightly positive or no benefits, whereas non-IT capital will
most probably have a negative effect, decreasing productivity. More formally,
β1 − (IT Capital Expenses / Non-IT Capital Expenses)* β2 = .00334 > 0.
Given the significance associated with the IT capital estimate however, H3 failed to be
rejected H3.
Thus, these results from Prasad and Harker (1997) show that IT capital makes zero, and
even perhaps slightly negative contribution to output. This result is significantly different from
previous studies in the manufacturing sector (Lichtenberg, 1995; Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1996),
and seems to be more in conformity with those obtained in Parsons et al. (1993), the only formal
study on IT in banking to date. While Parsons et al. report slightly positive contribution to IT
investment, this analysis demonstrates zero or slightly negative contributions. It should be noted
that the production function used in Prasad and Harker (1997) is assumed to be separable and that
if this is not the case, then these results may not hold.
IT labor presents a very different picture than does IT capital. IT labor contributes
significantly to output; its marginal product is at least 10 times as much as that of Non-IT labor
(Prasad and Harker, 1997). Rather than make the simplistic conclusion from this that a single IT
person is equivalent to 10 non-IT persons, it is better perhaps to speculate that this may simply
reflect the fact that there is significant difference between the types of personnel involved in IT
and non-IT functions. It is more interesting to compare the marginal product of IT Capital versus
IT Labor. It is striking that while IT labor contributes significantly to productivity increases, IT
capital does not. Thus, these results state that while banks may have over-invested in IT capital,
there is significant benefit in hiring and retaining IT labor (Prasad and Harker, 1997).
This result and interpretation is consistent with the idea that aligning capital, rather than
throwing technology at problems, is what affects efficiency. IT personnel are likely to be much
more effective at ensuring that the implementation of technology does what it is meant to do.
That is, it is our opinion that the management of IT has profound effects on efficiency. Banks that
are able to manage their IT effectively are likely to be efficient; which is consistent with our
fieldwork experiences. This is also consistent with the fact that today’s high demand for IT
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personnel is unprecedented in U.S. labor history. Figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
show that while the overall job growth in the U.S. economy was 1.6% between 1987 and 1994,
software employment grew in these years at 9.6% every year, and “cranked up to 11.5% in
1995”; the prediction is that over the next decade, we will see further growth in software jobs at
6.4% every year (Rebello, 1996).
The problems are actually likely to be subtler than these measures suggest. For example,
IT personnel, while evidently valuable, may not be equally valuable. The point was driven home
to us in a series of interviews in a major New York Bank. A Senior Vice President there
lamented the fact that “The skills mix of the IT staff doesn’t match the current strategy of the
bank,” and said that he “didn’t know what to do about it.” At the same bank, the Vice President
in charge of IT claimed, “Our current IT training isn’t working. We never spend anywhere near
our training budget.” IT labor is very short supply, and issues as basic as re-skilling the workforce
cannot be addressed given the lack of sufficient IT labor in banking.
Other researchers have observed this dependence and under-investment in human capital
in technologically-intensive environments.

To quote Gunn’s (1987) work in manufacturing,

“Time and again, the major impediment to [technological] implementation ... is people: their lack
of knowledge, their resistance to change, or simply their lack of ability to quickly absorb the vast
multitude of new technologies, philosophies, ideas, and practices, that have come about in
manufacturing over the last five to ten years”. Another observation about the transitions firms
need to make to gain from technology, again in the manufacturing context, comes from Reich
(1984): “... the transition also requires a massive change in the skills of American labor, requiring
investments in human capital beyond the capital of any individual firm.”
The evidence also suggests that the effects of management of IT are also being felt more
broadly. Consider the inclusive model for managing branches, discussed in the preceding section.
In this model, information technology and process redesign (popularly, reengineering) combine to
remove from employees as many basic servicing tasks as possible. These tasks -- simple inquiries,
transactions, and movement of funds -- can be automated or turned over to customers.
Reengineering frees employees to concentrate more effort on activities that have potentially
higher added value: customized transactions, and the provision of financial advice coupled with
sales efforts. Second, information technology gives to each employee a full picture of each
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customer’s financial position and potential; this enhances sales efforts, enabling tellers and
customer service representatives to suggest a fit between customers and services, and to refer the
customers to employee-teammates with particular expertise in a product if that should become
necessary. Challenges under the segmented model are less acute, yet still present. In this model,
technology is used to simplify the majority of the jobs, to make them easier to learn and,
therefore, to make turnover less costly. Only the high value-added, personal banking jobs have
access to the broad range of information that might be useful in generating sales leads and
opportunities.
In order for either model to function effectively, those responsible for designing IT must
understand not only the purposes of the technology, but the capabilities and propensities of the
workforce, and the likely effects of different choices in technology on employee and customer
behavior. Further, IT staff must be able to assess the likely effects of different configurations of
technologies and employment systems if they are to be able to contribute to strategic decisions
around the deployment of IT.
Thus, these results are very consistent with Osterman’s (1996) conclusion that “... as IT
Capital prices fall, production becomes increasingly information-worker intensive.” The results
described in this section seem to confirm this: banks have over-invested in IT capital, and
investment in IT labor has become necessary. Further, IT labor is the most profitable of all four
types of investment--IT and non-IT capital and labor available to the bank. That is, the biggest
challenge facing banks with respect to aligning capital lie not in the technology, but in people.

5.0

Aligning Production Processes
As stated in the Introduction, production processes are often seen as “black boxes”. If

labor and capital are the contents of the “black box”, then production processes define its
architecture. By choosing a particular production technology, the choices of capital and labor are
severely constrained. However, it is not enough to simply choose the appropriate level of inputs
for a process, but rather it is necessary to figure out how to effectively use these inputs; i.e., how
to design the box itself. It is in the design of the production process that these inputs are
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transformed into effective inputs and then aligned with the output goals of the organization.
The intent of this section is to review the analysis of the data described in Appendix A in
order to understand the role of production processes in the transformation of capital and labor
into value for the firm. The preceding sections argued that the way in which labor and capital are
managed independently may be closely related to X-efficiency in banking. The purpose in this
section is to understand the role production processes have in the cause of this inefficiency.
Before we present the analysis, we give a formal description of a production process. A
production process is the way in which work is organized and inputs are consumed in order to
accomplish a specified task of producing outputs. For example, a process might be the way in
which a checking account is opened. The inputs consumed are the labor (platform representative)
and capital (information technology), and the outputs produced are the opening of the account in
a way that is convenient for the customer (in terms of customer time involved and when they have
access to their money). In order to understand, for example, the process of opening a checking
account, there must be knowledge of the steps involved, the order of these steps, the way in
which people are involved, and the role of technology. The process-level analysis looked at a
process as the transforming mechanism from inputs to outputs as well as to identify the critical
design issues that lead to greater value (Frei and Harker 1996, Frei et al, 1997). This section uses
the definition of process efficiency in the context of retail banking; the next section will analyze
two case studies in order to highlight and “give life” to the general conclusions regarding process
efficiency discussed herein.
Before exploring the efficiency with which processes transform capital and labor into value
for the customer and the bank, it is important to understand the role process design has on value
creation. That is, processes can be designed to explicitly affect one or more value measures. For
example, in order to improve the convenience of a process, the design can be altered to remove or
shorten as many steps as possible. However, these adjustments might be at the expense of other
value measures. Alternatively, a process can be designed to consume the least inputs (cost-focus)
even at the expense of decreasing market penetration and hence, revenue. The point is that
process design in and of itself can affect value creation. It is the intent of this section to review
the research which addressees the extent to which process performance affects value creation for
the data described in Appendix A – that is, to understand the combination of the design and the
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efficiency with which that design transforms inputs to outputs.
The data analyzed in Frei and Harker (1996) and Frei et al (1997) consisted of details on
eleven processes that represent the bulk of the work that occurs at a typical retail bank’s branch.
These processes span five products and represent opening of accounts, error correction on the
part of the bank, and error correction on the part of the consumer. The intent of using these
eleven processes was to reflect the bulk of the work performed in the branch environment. By
choosing the five most typical products and their account opening and an exception (such as
correcting a check posted twice), the aim was to capture enough data so as to reflect the branch’s
overall process performance. It should be clearly stated that the process metrics are for a subset
of the overall set of work performed by the branch, albeit a representative subset as confirmed by
discussions with many industry participants.
For each of the eleven processes, an efficiency score was determined using the analysis
described in Frei and Harker (1996) and summarized in Appendix B. This analysis determines the
efficiency with which each bank produces a set of outputs from a set of inputs. The categories of
inputs and outputs for each process are shown in Table 3. For each process, the banks were
ranked according to their efficiency score and thus each bank had up to eleven rankings (Frei and
Harker 1996).

These individual process ranks were then aggregated to a single process

performance metric using the methodology described in Frei and Harker (1997) and summarized
in Appendix B. The resultant process performance metric serves as an institutional aggregate
process efficiency score. The aggregated score is then used to analyze the role of process
efficiency in describing X-efficiency of a bank.
As can be seen in Table 3, the outputs for each process are convenience measures (time)
and the inputs are related to cost (labor time and technology functionality). These are the only
two value creation measures represented in the individual process analysis, as they are the only
process-level measures that we were able to collect data on. The other value creation measures
such as financial performance are at the bank level and thus are correlated with the aggregate
process performance.
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Table 3. Summary of Process Inputs and Outputs

Open Checking Account

Inputs
Outputs
Activity Time: The amount of time bank personnel Customer Time: The amount of time the
spend in the process
customer spends in the process
Checking IT Functionality: The level of IT used in Check Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
the process as indicated by a relative score
start of the process until the customer receives
their checks
ATM Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the customer receives
their ATM Card

Open Small Business

Activity Time

Customer Time

Loan Account

IT Functionality

Approval Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the customer hears
about the approval
Money Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the customer receives
their money

Open Certificate of
Deposit
Open Mutual Fund
Open Home Equity Loan
Account

Activity Time

Customer Time

IT Functionality
Activity Time
IT Functionality
Activity Time

Customer Time
Customer Time

IT Functionality
Correct A Checking
Double Post

Approval Cycle Time
Money Cycle Time
Customer Time

Activity Time
IT Functionality

Correct Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the correction is
completed

(continued)
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Table 3. Summary of Process Inputs and Outputs (continued)

Correct A Home Equity
Loan Double Post

Inputs
Activity Time

Outputs
Customer Time

IT Functionality

Post Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the start
of the process until the correction is posted

Notify Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the customer is notified
about the correction
Correct A Small Business Activity Time
Loan Double Post

Customer Time

IT Functionality
Redeem A Premature
Certificate of Deposit

Post Cycle Time
Notify Cycle Time
Customer Time

Activity Time

IT Functionality

Redeem Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the redemption is
completed

Stop Payment on a Check Activity Time

Customer Time

IT Functionality
Replace A Lost ATM Card Activity Time

Customer Time

IT Functionality

Replace Cycle Time: The elapsed time from the
start of the process until the customer receives
their new ATM card
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Does Process Efficiency Matter?
While there is a significant body of theoretical (Morroni, 1992) and anecdotal (Davenport
and Short, 1990) evidence on the importance of process management, there is very little statistical
evidence that process management matters with respect to the “bottom line” of the institution.
Using the language of Section 1, does the choice of a process pεP matter? The previous research
shows that, while no individual process is correlated with firm performance, the aggregate
measure of process performance affects firm performance (Frei et al, 1997, Table 4). In an
attempt to determine the causes of the relation between process performance and firm financial
performance, the previous study tested whether the consistency (i.e., the alignment) of process
performance is more important than performance in and of itself.2 To address this hypothesis,
process variability was considered; i.e., the variability of the bundle of processes that are offered
to the customers of the institution.
Table 4. Firm Size, Process Performance, and Financial Performance
Dependent Variable

Constant

Assets (log)

Aggregate Process Rank

Adjusted R2

ROA

1.01

0.02

-0.02***

0.134

*** - Indicates significance at the 1% level

Process Variation
When an institution performs a set of processes for a customer, there is undoubtedly going
to be variation in the level of inputs consumed and the value provided to the customer. Process
variation is defined as the variation in performance across the eleven individual process
performance scores for each bank. The fundamental question addressed in Frei et al (1997) is
which is more important for a bank, to do a few things well and, hence, to do other things not so
well, or to provide a reasonably consistent set of service delivery processes to the customer?
What ultimately matters, occasional excellence or consistency? To address this question, the
model from Table 4 was expanded to include process variation, as shown in Table 5. As can be
2

The previous study does not argue that consistently poor performance is a good strategy but rather evidence is
presented in terms of an analytical model and empirical data that suggests that if there is an additional resource to
be invested in a firm, then the investment should go to improving consistency rather than in moving a single
process towards best in class (Frei et al 1997).
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seen from these tables, the measure of process variation is also correlated with firm financial
performance.
Table 5. Firm Size, Process Performance, Process Variation, and Financial Performance
Dependent Variable

Constant

Assets (log)

Aggregate Process Rank

Process Variation

Adjusted R2

ROA

0.92

0.03

-0.01*

-0.03**

0.244

* Indicates significance at the 10% level

With the demonstrated relation between process performance, process variation,
and financial performance, Frei et al (1997) next tested whether process variation is more
important than process performance, with respect to financial performance. To test this, banks
were defined to have good processes if they had better than average aggregate process
performance, and banks were defined to have consistent processes if they had lower than average
process variation. Then dummy variables were introduced for good process performance and
consistent process performance.

Using these dummy variables instead of the continuous

measures, the question of which matter more (in terms of financial performance) continuous
processes or good processes could be addressed. By comparing the coefficients on good and
consistent processes in Table 6, it was found that the coefficient on consistent is significantly
greater than the coefficient on good. This analysis reinforced the analytical model presented in
Frei et al (1997) by showing that when analyzing the relation between the process measures and
firm performance, there tends to be a stronger financial return for banks with consistent processes
than for banks with good processes. That is, on the margin, consistency may be more important
than aggregate performance, but the analysis also clearly demonstrates the positive impact of
improving along both lines. Considering both the analytical model and the data, it is concluded
that process variability is a compelling contributor to overall firm performance. In addition, this is
considered strong evidence to support the claim that for firms where customers interact across a
bundle of processes, it is imperative to not take a single-process view (along the best-practices
theme), but rather these processes need to be considered collectively when undergoing process
improvement. This result is consistent with the argument in the service quality literature (Rust,
Zahorik and Keiningham, 1995) that firms who set expectations and consistently meet them have
more satisfied customers and are more profitable.
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Table 6. The Effect of Good and Consistent Processes on Financial Performance
Dependent
Variable

Constant

Assets (log)

Dummy Variable for
Aggregate Process Rank

Dummy Variable for
Process Variation

Interaction term for
process variables

Adjusted
R2

ROA

0.73

0.01

0.15*

0.28***

-0.18

0.239

* - Indicates significance at the 10% level
** - Indicates significance at the 5% level
*** - Indicates significance at the 1% level

What Drives Process Efficiency?
To address the question of what drives process efficiency, one must first look at the
characteristics of the banks with better process performance.

From our fieldwork, we

hypothesize that banks have better process performance when they have one person or a small
group of people dedicated to managing across all of the processes “touched” by the consumer.
That is, banks with a sort of “Industrial Engineering” function that spans the traditional business
unit boundaries are, by definition, more likely to have a process-focus. Smaller banks are more
likely to have this person since their operations are typically not as sprawling either geographically
or in terms of span of control as the larger institutions. In larger banks, there was typically no
such person, which explains some of the lower process performance (Frei 1996). Recalling
Section 4 where we discussed the returns on capital, it was determined that there were significant
positive returns on IT labor and that the types of labor offering this return were the system
integrators. It is precisely this position, serving the role of the “Industrial Engineer”, that will help
create a process focus in the organization. Thus, we posit that one of the explanatory factors for
the positive returns on IT labor is the increased efficiencies that can be gained through a process
focus.
From the data, we know that smaller banks tend to have slightly better aggregate process
performance and significantly more consistent processes (Frei 1996). We have already mentioned
the existence of the system integrator with a process-focus in small banks as a partial explanation
for this performance. In addition, small banks have not likely undergone as many mergers or
made as many technology upgrades and thus, have had a chance to have their processes develop
in a coherent, consistent manner.
Beyond the role of a systems integrator or systems architect, another hypothesis for what
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drives process efficiency lies in the degree of technological sophistication of the organization. By
analyzing the correlation of technology functionality with process performance, we would expect
that increased functionality would lead to improved process performance. However, just the
opposite result is found (Frei 1996).

This counter-intuitive result is due to the fact that

functionality was used as an input for each of the process performance models (see Table 3 and
Frei and Harker, 1996) and, since a process is more efficient if it consumes fewer inputs, there
will be a negative relationship between functionality and process performance. However, there is
a competing effect at work, because we also expect that processes that use more technology will
have better outputs (e.g., cycle time) as a result. The data shows that the net effect of these two
competing forces is a significantly negative relationship between technology and process
performance (Frei 1996). Our interpretation of this result is that, on average, banks are not
utilizing their technology as effectively as they can, in terms of enhanced value for the customer.
This will be further evidenced in the next section where we show an example of a bank that uses
very little of its available technology functionality in its process design.
In summary, it has been shown that the alignment of production processes, similar to labor
and capital management, clearly affects firm performance. Specifically, the relationship between a
collection of customer service delivery processes and firm performance has been demonstrated.
Thus, we conclude that the way in which a firm chooses their production process pεP, and the
way in which they manage the transformation of inputs into effective inputs, will affect firm
performance. That is, much of the success of the efficient banks in the sample may not be due to
clever strategies, creative human resource practices, or exotic technology. Rather, it is our
opinion that it is the basic “blocking and tackling” of aligning the service delivery systems with the
chosen strategy of the bank, and effectively creating the inputs needed for this bundle of processes
that distinguish the high from low achievers. Thus, in our opinion, the “devil” seems truly to be in
the “details”. The next section describes two case studies of banks in our sample that illustrate
this point.

6.0

Aligning Inputs with Strategy
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The previous three sections have summarized research that demonstrates the role of
alignment (i.e., consistent management practices) in explaining the relative efficiency of retail
banks. It has been our experience that the best performing banks are those in which their
management practices are aligned with their strategy3. Ideally, we would have been able to
develop a fully specified version of the model presented in the Introduction to estimate the impact
of alignment on overall performance of the bank. However, such a model would require a panel
data set in order to generate any results of significance; this work is left for future research as we
develop a deeper set of data for the industry. At the present time, our only recourse is to explore
this relationship by considering the patterns that emerged through statistical analysis of the crosssectional data along with the results of the extensive field-based studies. Two case studies are
used as representative examples to illustrate how the alignment of management practices occurs
and why it matters.
Porter (1980) suggests that there are two generic strategies that can be pursued:
differentiation and cost control. From our fieldwork, we have found that banks are either leaning
towards a total sales environment where every action is geared toward knowing the customer and
determining how to best fulfill their needs, or towards the mass-market approach which
emphasizes highly standardized practices for customer segments. The first strategy typically
involves greater cost but also produces greater revenue than the second. In this section, we will
show how the management practices ideally interact for each strategy and then conclude with two
case studies that illustrate the affect of this interaction.
Differentiated Strategy
As mentioned above, the differentiated strategy that we found in our fieldwork consisted
of an empowered workforce, enabled with the information necessary to satisfy the needs of their
customers. In terms of labor practices, the implementation of this strategy clearly benefits from
the inclusive labor model, which requires training focused on the customer, broad cross-training
across job categories, incentives for group performance, and enhanced discretion in terms of
interacting with the customer. Not surprisingly, when employees are given greater flexibility to

3

It is interesting to note that we found no dominant strategies in our fieldwork. Thus, it is not a single strategy
that affects performance but rather, the way in which a particular strategy is implemented which affects
performance.
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emphasize the customer, there is greater customer satisfaction and higher cross-sell ratios (see
Section 3).
How do these labor practices interact with capital and the choice of production processes?
When empowering the employees and training them to emphasize the customer’s needs, the
employees need relationship information on the customer. If the customer has several accounts
with the bank, some of which reside on different information systems, the employee needs the
ability to take a holistic view of the customer’s accounts.

No matter how empowered an

employee is, without the necessary information technology, they will have a difficult time
understanding the customer’s full relationship with the bank. In addition, in order for the bank to
make use of their technology investment, they need to ensure that the employees are effectively
using the available information; this requires a process design that takes advantage of the available
labor and technology.

However, the process design must also take into account what the

customer values, which is typically convenience in terms of time required for them to complete
the transaction. The best way to allow for customer convenience is to determine the steps that do
not add value to the customer, and to perform these steps when the customer is no longer
immediately involved in the process.
Cost Containment Strategy
The cost containment strategy that we found in our fieldwork consisted of a specialized
workforce focused on operational efficiencies. In terms of labor practices, this strategy clearly
benefits from a segmented labor model that requires training focused on the tasks an employee
performs, incentives for individual performance, and limited discretion in terms of interacting with
the customer. This strategy emphasizes the need to efficiently perform repetitive tasks.
How do these labor practices interact with capital and process designs to enforce the cost
containment strategy? When training the employees for the tasks they will be performing, the
employees need technological support for as many of the open-ended tasks as possible. For
example, if an employee is required to attempt a cross-sell to a customer after completing the
account opening process, the bank cannot rely on the employee’s feel for the customer’s situation
but rather, needs to support the employee with cross-selling prompts that will guide any employee
through the process. Not only does this ensure consistent sales processes, but it also allows any
employee to serve any customer. By supporting the employees with the necessary technology,
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banks can limit the amount of training necessary and can avoid the drain on resources that
specialization requires.
Under the cost containment approach, banks design their production processes with the
efficient use of the employees in mind. This focus on labor efficiency means that there is more
than likely the specialization of tasks and thus, more hand-offs than in the differentiated model.
However, such “Taylorism” also produce greater utilization of the employees. Firms utilizing this
approach will require less labor and will have processes that do not emphasize relationship
building to the extent of the differentiated strategy. We expect this approach to require less cost,
but to produce less revenue as it is the relationship building that typically leads to cross selling.
We have described the ideal settings in order for banks to implement two of the more
popular strategies noted by Porter (1980). Consider now two banks that have chosen a cost and
differentiation strategy, respectively.

The first bank has attempted to implement the

differentiation strategy and has been very successful. We will illustrate the specific design issues
and management practices that have led to this success. The second case study is of a bank
attempting to implement the cost containment strategy that has fallen short in their
implementation across a number of dimensions. We will isolate some of the problems in their
implementation and show how these problems ultimately relate to the misalignment of labor,
capital, and service delivery processes with their chosen strategy. The relevant relative metrics for
each of these banks is described in Table 7.
Table 7. Bank Performance Metrics

IT Functionality
Aggregate Process Performance
Process Noise
Customer Satisfaction
Financial Performance
Cross-Sell Ratio

Bank A

Bank B

average
better than average
better than average
better than average
better than average
better than average

more than average
worse than average
better than average
worse than average
worse than average
worse than average

Bank A
The indications of success for Bank A are the above average measures of financial
performance, customer satisfaction, and cross-sell ratios. The bank utilized an average amount of
technology in order to produce these results. The first indication of how they went about
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achieving these results is that they had well above average aggregate process performance. That
is, when looking at their collection of customer service delivery processes, they were one of the
most efficient banks in terms of producing value for the customer at the encounter level. Even
more importantly, they achieved this high aggregate process performance by having consistently
good practices. That is, they did not have some great processes and some mediocre ones, but
rather, had a consistently high level of service.
In order to illustrate how they managed this consistent level of service, we have
reproduced the open checking account process map in Figure 1.

This process is quite

representative throughout our sample of the type of “process thinking” that occurs in the banks.
Each of the steps in the process is either a square or an oval, which represents that a step was
performed manually or was performed with a computer (what we call an on-line step),
respectively. Although this bank has an average level of technology functionality available, they
have an above average number of on-line steps in their process. That is, they are better at using
their available functionality than most banks.

In addition, by inspecting all eleven of their

processes, we note that a consistent level of technology is used throughout each process. Thus,
they efficiently used their available technology across all processes.
In addition to Bank A being much better than average at effectively using their information
technology, they also were very cognizant of how much of the customer’s time is required in the
process. For example, when opening a checking account (Figure 1), several steps can be done
after the customer leaves, as they do not require the customer’s involvement nor do they add
value to the customer. An example of a step in a process that does not add value is sending the
check order to the vendor.

Every bank needs to do this, but from the perspective of the

customer, there was no value added by performing this task in their presence (and thus potentially
wasting their time). For the open checking account process, these non-value-added steps include
writing a thank you card, sending the checks and ATM orders to the appropriate vendors,
recording the sales credit, and filing documents. To perform these steps while the customer is in
the branch does not benefit the customer. In most banks that we studied, there seemed to be an
almost random decision as to when these steps were performed. That is, for most banks, some of
these steps were performed before the customer left for one process, but after the customer left
for another process. Clearly, if a step provides no benefit or potential benefit to the customer,
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then it should be performed after the customer leaves the branch. The only argument against this
type of process design is that their may be a potential benefit to the customer staying in the branch
as long as possible in order to extract more information from them and/ or to sell them an
additional product as a result of this greater understanding; however, we found no evidence of
such a benefit in the analysis of the cross-sell numbers in our data set. As can be seen in Figure 1,
Bank A performs all of these non-customer-value-added steps after the customer has left the bank
and thus, is cognizant of their customer’s time.
In addition to Bank A’s efficient use of technology and customer’s time, their model of
employment practices most closely resembles the inclusive model. That is, the employees were
empowered to satisfy their customers (e.g., to waive checking fees), were cross-trained to cover
all the needs of the customer, and received training focusing specifically on satisfying their
customer’s needs (as opposed to focused on the tasks they needed to perform).

It is the

combination of the efficient and consistent uses of technology, processes, and labor practices that
produced the above average results for this bank.
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Figure 1. Open Checking Account Process for Bank A

Bank B
In contrast to the situation in Bank A, where the management practices were aligned with
the strategy to produce above average results, Bank B is an example of a bank with below
average results. All three of the outcomes, financial performance, customer satisfaction, and
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cross-sell measures, were below average. We again look at the areas of technology, processes,
and labor to see if there is an explanation for this poor performance. In terms of technology, we
again found a consistent use of technology (a similar proportion of on-line steps in each process),
but the proportion of on-line steps was quite small (see Figure 2 for an example). This is
troublesome considering the fact that this bank actually has more technology available than Bank
A (see Table 7). Thus, by not making use of their available technology, Bank B is effectively
under-utilizing their resources, thus providing a partial explanation for their poor financial
performance.
While Bank B has better than average process consistency, it is consistently of a very low
quality (see the low aggregate process performance in Table 7). While we have found that
consistent processes are very important in terms of driving performance, it is still necessary to
have an acceptable level of quality in these practices. To illustrate the specific management
practices that are causing the bank’s poor process performance, consider the way in which Bank
B managed the customer’s time in the open checking account process, as depicted in Figure 2.
Four of the five non-value-added steps (described above as writing a thank you card, sending the
checks and ATM orders to the appropriate vendors, recording the sales credit, and filing
documents) are performed before the customer leaves the bank. By performing these steps in the
presence of the customer the bank is either assuming that they will gain some benefit from
keeping the customer in the office longer or, more likely, has not carefully thought out the precise
role of the customer in the process. The most common argument for keeping a customer in the
office longer is so that the bank has an ability to sell more of their products. However, it is not
clear that if a customer is waiting for documents to be filed that they will be more likely to buy
additional products. However, due to the very low cross-sell ratio of Bank B, we suspect that the
rather than attempting to add value to the customer through performing these steps in the
presence of the customer, the bank has not given much thought to the customer’s involvement in
the process. This inattention to process design will ensure that regardless of which strategy a
bank is attempting to follow, they will have a difficult time aligning their management practices to
match the strategy.
In addition to Bank B inefficient use of their technology and poor management of
customer time, they also did not have evidence of a clear approach for creating an effective labor
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force. That is, there was evidence of both the inclusive as well as segmented model which, in
effect, means that neither model was present. Specifically, this bank emphasized a great deal of
cross training even though their employees were given highly specialized tasks and were afforded
little empowerment. Thus, the bank did not exhibit a clear alignment of labor practices with their
strategy. In addition, while there was a great deal of technology functionality available, it was not
of the sales-support type (e.g., cross-sell prompts) that we would expect for a specialized group
of workers. After viewing the technology implementation, process design, and human resource
practices, it is not surprising that Bank B has poor overall performance.
Therefore, these two banks illustrate the importance and challenge in aligning labor,
capital and production processes with the overall strategy of the institution. These banks were
carefully selected to represent common themes that we saw across all of the banks in our sample.
That is, we saw strong evidence of the connection between the management of a firm’s resources
and the strategy they were apparently trying to implement. If these practices were aligned with
the strategy, as was the case with Bank A, then the bank’s performance was generally very good.
If these management practices were not aligned with the strategy, as was the case with bank B,
then there was typically poor performance.
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Figure 2. Open Checking Account Process for Bank B

Table 8 summarizes the findings from comparing these two representative banks. What is
both striking and disturbing is the simplicity of these findings.

No one strategy, labor

management practice, or technological breakthrough is the cause of X-efficiency. Rather, it is the
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basic “blocking and tackling” of management.

What seems to separate the good and bad

performers is simple: the ability of management to create and execute a set of HRM, IT, and
process design practices that are aligned with the overall strategy of the institution.
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Table 8. Elements of a Carefully Aligned Strategy
Technology
•

Consistent use of technology across processes

•

Processes effectively use the available IT functionality

•

Available functionality was appropriate for the given strategy

Process Design
•

Consistent process performance in terms of individual process efficiency

•

High level of aggregate process performance

•

Non-value added steps performed after the customer has left

Human Resources
•

Consistent employment model

•

Appropriate employment model for the given strategy

What Makes a Bank Efficient?
This paper, through a review of previous analyses of retail banking efficiency (all using the
common data set described in Appendix A), paints a picture of what drive X-efficiency in this
industry. The good news (or bad news, depending on your perspective), is that is there is simply
no “silver bullet”, no one set of management practices, capital investments and strategies that lead
to success. Rather, it appears that the “Devil” is truly in the details. The alignment of technology,
HRM, and capital investments with an appropriate production “technology”, as depicted in Figure
3, appears to be the key to efficiency in this industry. To achieve this alignment, banks need to
invest in a cadre of “organizational architects” that are capable of integrating these varied pieces
together to form a coherent structure. In fact, several leading financial services firms have
realized the need for such talents and are investing heavily in senior managers from outside the
industry (most notably, from manufacturing enterprises) to drive this alignment of technology,
HRM, and strategy.
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The challenge, therefore, is not to undertake any one set of practices but rather, to
develop senior management talent that is capable of this alignment of practices. Unfortunately,
this task is quite complex. As described in the Introduction, bank management faces discrete
choices of production processes and the input transformation functions. In seems that these
choices are far from “convex”; a little more technology, a mix of HRM practices, etc. seems to
have little effect. As illustrated by the differences between Banks A and B in the previous section,
one must choose very carefully among all of the components depicted in Figure 4, or fall behind.
While this alignment may be a problem for those currently in the industry, a longer-term
and broader perspective may ask, “So what?” With the increasing deregulation of the financial
services industry, those that are capable of successfully aligning business practices will succeed,
and others will perish. In the end, the results reported herein have nothing to add to the current
policy debates concerning the future of this industry.
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Figure 4. Alignment of Practices Given Multiple Strategies

The problem with this argument is depicted in Figure 4; the rapid pace of evolution in the
banking industry fueled by deregulation, technological innovation, and changing consumer tastes
create a complex dynamic system. The many and varied future scenarios concerning deregulation
and technological innovation lead to the inability to focus on alignment; on which scenario or
scenarios should one focus? If one could settle on a given strategy, then, sooner or later, wellmanaged firms will achieve the alignment depicted in Figure 4. However, the future direction of
the industry is subject to a tremendous degree of uncertainty. For example, we collected a variety
of strategy-related data as part of this study. As described by Hunter (1996a) in the context of
human resources, most banks simply could not articulate a consistent and coherent strategy for
the future. In numerous visits with the banks that were a part of the study, we would feed back
the data they had given to us in order to check its validity. When we would come to the strategyrelated questions in the survey, someone in the bank, usually at a senior management level, would
state something like “This is wrong; this CAN’T be our strategy!” We would then tell them who
provide this data (always another senior manager), and we would become embroiled in a real-time
debate over defining the strategy of the bank!
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The tension we experienced in the banks over forming a strategy for the future reflects the
tension between investing in the perfection of the alignment of labor, capital and production
processes for today’s strategy versus the investment in a portfolio of alternative future strategies.
This tension is both quite typical and quite real in the banking industry. Given the inability to
control the use of the varied distribution channels (ATMs, branches, etc.), banks are either
investing in all channels simultaneously or undertaking fairly radical changes to their service
offerings in order to deal with this proliferation of services. Thus, bank managers face a crucial
decision as to missing the “correct” strategy for the future versus living with misaligned systems
that they know to be inefficient.
Given this uncertainty, the removal of inefficient firms may take quite a while to occur.
Furthermore, if we are correct in our assessment that a major cause of X-efficiency in the industry
is the misalignment of management practices, and given that X-efficiency is a major cause of
inefficiency in banking in general, the necessity for integrated financial services organizations to
“hedge their bets” on the future may be a major cause of persistent inefficiency in the banking
industry. Clearly, alignment would be simpler and occur more rapidly in a industry made up of
many “niche” players, each focusing on a likely future scenario, as shown in Figure 5. Such
movement to dis-integrate financial services are already underway in most banking organization
when one considers how business units like credit cards and trust are run as completely separate
operations.
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Thus, the alignment hypothesis is a crucial link in understanding the potential benefits of
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industry restructuring. If alignment is as difficult as it appears from the current study, it is
possible that increased mergers of dissimilar businesses, as measured by their misalignment of the
production processes of the organization, may increase X-efficiency. However, the reverse is
possible. The only way to know for sure is to develop, based on the cross-sectional data set
described in Appendix A, a panel data set that can be used to assess how organizations are
adapting their management practices to align themselves with the future of the industry; this is the
goal of our future research.
For now, the results of this research can be summarized with reference to the wisdom of
the ages. For a banker, like an architect, the following advice holds:
Three things are to be looked to in a building:
that it stand on the right spot;
that it be securely founded;
that it be successfully executed.4
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Appendix A: Structure of the Wharton/Sloan Retail Banking Study
The retail banking study is an interdisciplinary research effort at the Wharton Financial
Institutions Center aimed at understanding the drivers of competitiveness in the industry, where
competitiveness means not simply firm performance but the relationship between industry trends
and the experiences of the retail banking labor force. In the exploratory first phase of a study of
the United States retail banking industry during Summer 1993 through Fall 1994, a research team
conducted open-ended and structured interviews with industry informants, and shared its
impressions with these informants at a number of conferences. The broad agenda for the retail
banking study entails furthering the understanding of competitiveness in the industry.
The team interviewed top executives, line managers in retail banking, human resource
managers, executives responsible for the implementation of information technology, retail bank
employees, and industry consultants. The first phase featured site visits to thirteen U.S. retail
bank headquarters, and interviews with numerous other managers and employees in remote and
off-site locations. The interviews began with very general questions, and the questions increased
in specificity as the research progressed. In this phase of the study, the team collected data
through the use of two waves of structured questionnaires in seven retail banks. The team’s
analysis of the data in these questionnaires was then presented to management teams in six of the
seven banks, and used as the basis for the second phase, a large-sample survey.
The second phase of the study entailed a detailed survey of technology, work practices,
organizational strategy, and performance in 135 U.S. retail banks. The team sought to survey a
group of banks that could yield the broadest coverage of trends in human resources, technology,
and competitiveness in the industry. The survey focused on the largest banks in the country and
was not intended as a random sample of all U.S. banks. In the end, the approach gained the
participation of banks holding over 75% of the total assets in the industry in 1994. The process
began by compiling a list of the 400 largest bank holding companies (BHCs) in America at the
beginning of 1994. Merger activity, and the fact that a number of BHCs had no retail banking
organization (defined as an entity that provides financial services to individual consumers),
reduced the possible sample to 335 BHCs. Participation in the study was confidential, but not
anonymous, enabling the team to match survey data with data from publicly available sources.
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Participation in the study required substantial time and effort on the part of organizations.
Therefore, commitment to participation was sought by approaching the 70 largest U.S. BHCs
directly, and, in the second half of 1994, the participation of one retail banking entity from each
BHC was requested. Fifty-seven BHCs agreed to participate. Of these, seven BHCs engaged the
participation of two or more retail banks in the BHC, giving us a total of 64 participating retail
banks.

Multiple questionnaires were delivered to each organization in this sample.

Questionnaires ranged from 10 to 30 pages, and were designed to target the “most informed
respondent” (Huber and Power, 1985) in the bank in a number of areas, including business
strategy, technology, human resource management and operations, and the design of business
processes. The team made a telephone help line available to respondents who were unsure of the
meaning of particular questions. Questionnaires to four top managers were delivered: the head of
the retail bank, the top finance officer, the top marketing officer, and the top manager responsible
for technology and information systems. These banks received questionnaires for one manager of
a bank telephone center, and for one branch manager and one customer service representative
(CSRs) in the bank’s “head office” branch, defined as the branch closest to the bank’s
headquarters. In addition, an on-site researcher gathered data about all business process flows in
the head-office branch. Identical questionnaires were mailed to five more branch managers; the
instructions to the bank were to choose the sample branches so that if possible data was received
from two rural, two urban, and two suburban branches. Questionnaires were also mailed to CSRs
in those branches. In these questionnaires, the CSRs themselves mapped processes associated
with home equity loans, checking accounts, certificates of deposit, mutual fund accounts, and
small business loans.
In order to facilitate the creation of process maps via the mailed survey, a worksheet was
developed for the CSRs to fill out. These worksheets, a sample of which is shown in Frei 1996,
list the majority of potential steps required in the process so that the CSR need only indicate the
order of the step, the person responsible for its execution, the type of technology involved, and
the amount of time the step takes. Adequate space was provided for the addition of steps unique
to an institution.
In late 1994, survey questionnaires were mailed to top executives of the 265 next largest
BHCs, and followed with a telephone call requesting the participation of one of their retail
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banking organizations. Sixty-four of these BHCs agreed to participate in the study, and four of
these engaged the participation of two or more retail banks in the BHC, so that a total of 71
participating retail banks in the mailed survey. For this group of banks, the head of the retail bank
was surveyed, and many of the questions directed to the other top managers were consolidated
into this survey. Prior interviews had suggested that for banks of this size, the head of retail was
able to answer this broader set of questions accurately. For this sample, questionnaires were
mailed to one telephone center manager, one branch manager, and one CSR in the head office
branch. The telephone help line was also available to respondents in this sample.
All together, the entire survey of retail banking covers 121 BHCs, and 135 banks, which
together comprise over 75% of the total industry, as measured by asset size. The scope and scale
of this survey make it the most comprehensive survey to date on the retail banking industry.
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Appendix B: Analytical Approach for the Study
One way of understanding the goal in the process analysis performed on the data in
Appendix A project is to view it as an attempt to use a process view as the basis for
understanding how IT and human resources interact to move firms to the boundary of the
performance frontier. When estimating the performance of processes, the first consequence to
note is that there are usually multiple outputs. These multiple outputs preclude the use of
standard statistical regressions involving a single dependent variable. The estimation methods
used in the previous analysis and referenced in this paper deal with these multiple outputs by using
deterministic frontier estimation. Specifically, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is used to
determine relative performance amidst multiple inputs and outputs. Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes
(1978) introduced DEA as a new way to measure efficiency of decision-making units (DMUs).
Since then, there have been over 400 articles that have used variations of DEA in analyzing
performance (see Seiford, 1990).

See Fare, Grosskopf and Knox Lovell (1994) for an

introduction to DEA.
The original DEA method determines the relative efficiency measure for a DMU by
maximizing the ratio of weighted outputs to inputs subject to the condition that similar ratios for
every DMU not exceed one. The result is a set of efficiency scores between zero and one as well
as a set of reference DMUs whose performance is better than the existing DMUs using the same
scale. This method has come to be known as the output-oriented method, as its efficiency score is
determined by holding inputs constant and assessing to what extent outputs could potentially be
improved. The input-oriented DEA is identical to the output-oriented method except that the
objective is to minimize the ratio of weighted inputs to outputs subject to the condition that
similar ratios for every DMU not go lower than one. The result is a set of efficiency scores
greater than or equal to one. In this case, an inefficient DMU has a score determined by the
amount that inputs can potentially be decreased without changing the outputs. Many extensions
have been made to the oriented methods described above, including multiplier weight flexibility
(Dyson and Thanassoulis, 1988), stochastic frontier (Sueyoshi, 1994; Land, Knox Lovell, and
Thore, 1993), categorical outputs (Rousseau and Semple, 1993), and non-linear frontier
estimation (Sengupta, 1989; Charnes et al., 1982). A third method was developed by Ali and
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Seiford (1993) which actually builds the efficient frontier in its solution and determines its relative
efficiency score by the distance that a DMU is from its associated hyperplane. Again a single
linear program is required for each DMU, rather than optimizing a ratio of inputs and outputs, the
objective is to determine the coefficients of the hyperplane that will get closest to the current
DMU without moving past any other DMU. The result is a distance of each DMU from its
associated hyperplane, with a distance of zero implying that it is on the frontier. Each of the
above methods is described in detail in Frei and Harker (1996).
The limitations of the oriented methods are precisely in their orientation. That is, they
apply only in instances when it is reasonable to hold either inputs or outputs constant. The
limitation of the hyperplane method is that the distance measure is taken from a DMU to its
associated hyperplane even if that hyperplane is not the closest point on the frontier. The method
extends the hyperplane method by determining the shortest distance from a DMU to the entire
frontier. In addition, the concept of the observable portion of the frontier is introduced which
yields efficiency scores based on the distance from the section of the frontier in which the
associated scale has actually been realized.
To overcome these limitations, Frei and Harker (1996) have introduced new DEA-like
methods for the calculation of process efficiency. There methods allow the comparison of both
the quality and cost of a process. Thus, a high-quality, high-cost and a low-quality, low-cost
process can both be considered efficient using this method. These efficiency metrics can then be
studied in relation to the HR and IT practices in the banks to ascertain their relative efficiency.
Thus, this frontier estimation technique, along with standard data analysis/ statistical methods,
provides the analytic backbone for our investigation.
In determining an institution’s composite process performance in the studies referenced in
this paper, each process was considered as a round of competition between institutions. Thus
when one bank performed better than another for a given process, that bank had won one round
of head-to-head competition.

By viewing process performance across institutions, a

“tournament” ranking scheme was used as the basis for evaluation. The tournament is a set of
head-to-head competitions between institutions where a head-to-head competition consists of
performance across a common process.

Two difficulties arise when viewing processes as

competitions between banks. First, if two banks have no processes in common then they are not
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competing against one another and thus there is “missing data” in the tournament ranking
methodology. Fortunately, this situation has appeared in the literature and is easily overcome by
using the missing data correction developed by Harker (1987). The second problem, however, is
far more complicated and has not been previously addressed in the literature. That is, what
happens when one bank is better than another in all rounds of competition? In the existing
literature, there is always an assumption that if participants compete against each other then they
each win at least one of the matches. This has in it the assumption that each participant has a
positive probability or chance of winning a future match. However, in the situation evaluated in
the referenced studies, these scores do not reflect a future probability of winning, but rather
represent past performance. Thus, in the existing methods there is no likelihood of one institution
“winning” all of the matches, as there always is a positive probability of an institution winning a
future match. However, in the retail-banking situation it is quite likely that one institution will
dominate another across all of their common processes and thus this needs to be accommodated.
A methodological extension to existing methods was developed to achieve this in Frei and Harker
(1997).
The methodology in Frei and Harker (1997) allows the generation, for each institution, of
a composite process performance score by comparing processes.

This composite score

determines which institutions have better process performance and allows for analysis to
determine what drives this performance. The use of this composite score as the measure of an
institution’s process performance indicates that the institution is viewed as a collection of
processes.

The collected data on a representative sample of these processes leads to the

assumption that the performance of this sample is representative of the performance of the
institution as a whole. The result of this methodology is an ordinal rank of each institution which
then allows for the comparison of one institution with another based on relative aggregate process
performance.
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